
HISTORICAL SNAPSHOT LOOK AT SAN GREGORIO
AGRICULTURE

Agriculture, farming and ranching has changed thru the years. During the days ofthe
California Missions, the San Gregorio area was noted primarily for its lamb and sheep
production. Much has changed since then. Farming techniques and equipment, crops,
roads and transportation, methods ofplanting and harvesting as well as the size and
number of family farms themselves have changed in response to market forces, labor,
ffansportation, infiastructure and land values. They continue to evolve today.

A snapshot of the 1950's farming and ranching in San Gregorio;

As a boy growing up in the early 1950's on a dairy in San Gregorio, John Muller recalls
many small 5-10 acre apple orchards in the watershed. These orchards were sprinkler
inigated and were compnsed of many varieties of eating and cooking apples. He recalled
them as mature, producing orchards which would suggest that they had been present in
this watershed for several decades. These orchards were found on both sides ofHighway
84 roughly from the Westerly edge of the Redwood forested area to Stage Road-

Cattle were also an important agricultual feature in the San Gregorio Valley, both as

beef cattle and as dairy cows.

Several of the beef cattle operations included permanent irrigated pastures along
Highway 84 in proximity to the creek which was used both as forage, but also for the
harvest of "grass hay". These operations also included rangeland for their cattle grazing
in the hills.

Several commercial dairies were located in the watershed. Muller recalls 5 commercial
dairies. The largest produced 20-30 "cans" of milk a day, which were placed by the
farmers along Highway 84 early in the moming and picked up by a truck and delivered to
Johanson's Creamery in San Bruno or in some cases to Watsonville every day. These
dairies also irrigated pasture for their cows.

Also found ln the valley during the 50's were vegetable farms. Crops such as

cauliflower, Brussels sprouts, artichokes and seed potatoes were commercially grown,
Naomi Patridge (Imamura) recalls her families vegetable farm Iocated between Stage
Road and the Coast Highway. Their "specialty crops" included New Zealand spinach
and English peas- Many of these vegetables were "varieties" no longer available. In
Muller's recollections, all of these crops were irrigated with overhead sprinklers.

In the hills ofthe lower San Gregorio Valley, annual crops which needed no irrigation
such as flax and "dry beans" were grown and harvested each year.

As diverse as the crops were the names and heritages of the farmers. Swiss, Portuguese,
Italian and Japanese farmers with names such as Sousa, Takata, Moden4 Montevaldo,
Tichenor, Andrade, Imamura Alsford and Muller were the foundations of the
farming/ranching community of San Gregorio in the 1950's.

Recollections were provided by John Muller and Naomi Patridge (Imamura).
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